Thousands of students have called Missouri Hall home for more than 40 years, but next year it will only house construction. Missouri Hall is scheduled to be a dormitory again, as part of a series of hall renovations.

Many residents have passed the T-shirt for this year, "Missouri 1965," but 1965 might be a good year to reflect on, something that Missouri Hall Director Zac Burden is doing as the hall enters its 40th anniversary celebrations. Several hall residents have been counting down the days until Missouri Hall, originally an all-male residence, officially opened Sept. 25, 1966, according to Ryle's book.

Once the fall hall opened, it housed 599 men. Today, Missouri Hall houses 609 students. Burden said the occupancy is smaller today because some of the rooms have been set off for offices and lounges.

"When you look at this building, you have to ask yourself what sort of people did the typical student bring to a college in 1966," Burden said. "You have to wonder about what kind of people were going to college then." "I couldn't think of anybody," said Burden. "I couldn't think of anybody."

"I just like how the community-style," said Lou Ann Gilchrist, dean of admissions. "I just like how everyone on our floor comes and goes and just hang out together."

During Homecoming Week, Students or alumni who miss their Missouri Hall days have a chance to come back during Homecoming Week. Missouri Hall is scheduled to be open for tours for anyone visiting campus.

"One of the things I find interesting is that the Missouri Hall doors are open," Burden said. "People are really interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like." "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like," said Burden. "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like."

Missouri Hall is scheduled to be a dormitory again, as part of a series of hall renovations. This will occur, but the renovations might also be set up. Displays showing the history might also be set up. "I like the community-style," said Lou Ann Gilchrist, dean of admissions. "I just like how everyone on our floor comes and goes and just hang out together."

"I like Missouri Hall," said Lou Ann Gilchrist, dean of admissions. "I just like how everyone on our floor comes and goes and just hang out together."

"One of the things I find interesting is that the Missouri Hall doors are open," Burden said. "People are really interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like." "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like," said Burden. "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like."

Missouri Hall's design makes it unique. Burden said one of his goals in the last 40 years was to make it a competitive place to live. "I couldn't think of anybody," said Burden. "I couldn't think of anybody."

"The services in the building and make it a competitive place to live."

"I just like how the community-style," said Lou Ann Gilchrist, dean of admissions. "I just like how everyone on our floor comes and goes and just hang out together."

"One of the things I find interesting is that the Missouri Hall doors are open," Burden said. "People are really interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like." "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like," said Burden. "I'm interested in seeing what Missouri Hall looks like."

Missouri Hall in June 1965 in the beginning stages of construction. The hall, originally an all-male residence, officially opened in the fall of 1965, but the south half was still under construction. Missouri Hall Director Zac Burden said students assigned to rooms in the south half had to share beds with men in the north half as well as Fair and Campbell apartments.

"Part of what is really neat about Missouri Hall right now is that they have Zac Burden," Gilchrist said. "I couldn't think of anybody better to be the chief person in charge of Missouri Hall during their 40th anniversary and the next four years before it's changed."

"I couldn't think of anybody better to be the chief person in charge of Missouri Hall during their 40th anniversary and the next four years before it's changed."

"This is a place I came to three years ago and have really fallen in love with it," Burden said. "I can't imagine at least the short term and perhaps in the long term not being part of it."